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"Mom!" shouted Kaan. He was looking at the man in front of him in the eyes. He

wasn't sure if he was tall, or being only seven, adults seemed tall to him. He would need

to ask his father later on.

"Mom! The milk guy is here!" he shouted again. He was louder than the first time.

It must have been around eight o'clock in the morning. Kaan knew because the

milk guy always showed up around eight. Wednesdays and Saturdays. Around six o'clock

he would first hear his grandfather waking up. Walking around in the old wooden house
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while mumbling. He would be able to make out a few sentences here and there. How the

country went to crap over the years, how the weather was too cold up on the mountains.

As his grandfather's anger increased, so would the stomping sounds. He would finish his

morning routine complaining about not having any milk. Couldn't the milk guy visit

earlier? His grandfather had important stuff to do for the day and the milk was always

late.

Kaan, his mother and his younger sister would move to the mountains every

summer for a few months.

Around seven o'clock he would take his truck set and go down to the courtyard to

play for an hour. He knew his mother and sister wouldn't be up yet and breakfast would

take time. He also knew that as soon as his sister was up he had to share his toys. The

sun would rise around seven thirty but the first ray of sunshine would only be visible

after eight. The six houses in the neighborhood were all placed deep on the hills.

Surrounded by the mountains, it always felt like an early morning around the area. No

direct contact with the sun until it was late afternoon.

The house smelled of mold. Up on the edges of Taurus mountains, it was in the

family for six generations. Built on a stone courtyard, it always kept the cold within.

Above, an old one floor structure made out of larch the family could access through

wooden stairs. Grandfather didn't allow anyone to run in the house. It could be a

museum some day and he didn't want it to collapse before that happened. Surrounded

by pines, larches, oaks and firs, them real estate people would need to be crazy not to

take it. It would be a ticket for the family to move by the beach one day. You'd all see.
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The smell of the house mixed with the smell of old cheese coming from the milk

guy. The metal containers in front of him were open and he was measuring. The family

ordered the same amount every week unless Kaan's father was visiting from the city.

Kaan looked transfixed by the milk guy's ritual when the measuring process started.

From the container to the cup, from the cup to the other container. The milk flowed in a

mesmerizing fashion and he couldn't take his eyes off.

Footsteps upstairs moved. A moment later Kaan's mother started walking down

with her purse in her hand. She was whispering numbers and counting the coins.

"I told you dear. He's called the milkman, not the milk guy." she said as he walked

towards both of them. She stopped right next to Kaan and handed over the money. The

man took them with gratitude and put them in his fanny pack. He proceeded with filling

up transparent plastic bags with the milk.

"Any news?" said Kaan's mother. They all heard a tractor climbing up the

mountain down the road.

"No Miss. The state troopers keep looking but nothing."

"How long has it been? Two weeks?"

"It's going to be three on Friday. Poor boy."

"I keep reading that after two weeks the police would assume that he's dead."

"This ain't a big area miss. If he did run off, there's nowhere he can go. Only the

woods."

"He was also seven, like my Kaan here."
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Kaan's mother started caressing his head.

"Same name too miss. Keep this one close. He's a smart, curious boy I tell ya."

"I will." said Kaan's mother with a saddened, deep voice.

Kaan understood very well what was happening. Kaan-two, his old trucking

partner, has been gone for a while. He wondered if he should tell his mom about

Kaan-two's secret friend. The one who kept giving him raspberries when they met in the

woods. By that old empty stone house.


